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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

ROR CO-FOUNDER JOINS JUUST LIVING BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

 

Dec. 28, 2020- Recovery Organization Resources (ROR) announces the appointment of ROR co-founder, 

Sazha Alexandra Ramos, to the Board of Directors of JUUST Living. Ramos’ appointment comes ahead 

of JUUST Living’s inaugural recovery friendly drag show, taking place on December 29, 2020 at 7pm.  

 

“We are thrilled to announce that Sazha Alexandra Ramos has been appointed to the Board of Directors at 

JUUST Living. JUUST Living provides an essential space for the LGBTQIA+ community and ROR 

values the opportunity to be a part of the intentional building of the recovery housing community. We 

look forward to Sazha Alexandra’s continued successes,'' said Rogan O’Donnell, co-founder of ROR.  

 

JUUST Living is Colorado’s first and only queer-friendly and gender inclusive recovery residence, 

committed to providing a clean and sober residential opportunity to the LGTBQIA+ community. JUUST 

Living aims to facilitate active recovery and recovery engagement via their program.  

 

“The collaboration of ROR and JUUST Living is a powerful contribution to the recovery space. Being 

able to collaborate means being able to help more people. The difference in perspectives allows for new 

thoughts to be born.”- said Sazha Alexandra Ramos. “I am over the moon to advise JUUST Living and be 

a part of an inclusive recovery community.” 

 

"We are delighted to invite Sazha Alexandra Ramos to join our board.  Her national scope, range of skills 

and perspectives, as well as the Recovery Organization Resources collaboration, will strengthen JUUST 

Living, as we look forward to offering safe recovery space for marginalized folx," said Rev. Ruth 

Rinehart, founder and Executive Director of JUUST Living. Linda Barringer, Operations Director, said 

“Her [Sazha Alexandra Ramos] passion, energy and knowledge of addiction recovery services for a 

diverse group including POC, veterans and LGBTQIA+ folx is contagious and an incredible asset to 

JUUST Living.” 

 

ROR was founded with the primary goal of ensuring that all communities, regardless of their sexual 

orientation, spiritual, ethnic, cultural or socioeconomic background, receive dignified and accessible 

resources to help them on their journey to recovery. ROR aims to work with individuals to ensure their 

recovery support organization becomes a safe haven for those with substance use disorders and a place 

where their whole selves are embraced and nurtured. For information contact: 

info@recoveryorganization.com  
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